COLOR CORRECT
The look of your home’s exterior can make a strong first impression,
enhance curb appeal and help boost resale value, but choosing the right
color can be tricky. The paint experts at Sherwin-Williams offer several
helpful hints for selecting the best color for your home’s exterior.
First, examine homes in different neighborhoods to get an idea of how
residents apply color to their own homes. Note the most appealing color
schemes in the area and consider adapting them to your home. Choose
a scheme that blends well with homes in your current neighborhood or
subtly stands out.
Landscaping elements, such as flower gardens, flowering shrubs and

trees that change color, can affect your color choice. For example,
heavily wooded lots will make colors appear darker due to the shade,
and the foliage tends to camouflage the home.
Elements of your home, such as roofing shingles, brick or stone
accents, often have varying shades and hues that can serve as the
foundation of your paint color choices. For example, a charcoal gray
shingle could have flecks of gray-blue or gray-green that you can
incorporate into the color scheme.
Be sure to examine color samples outdoors at various angles and at
different times of the day. Consider buying small quantities of paint in
desired colors and paint a section of the house where the body, trim and
accent colors can be seen together.
Pay attention to the direction and intensity of the sun. Intense sunlight
can wash out colors. While brighter colors may be suitable in Sunbelt
cities, lighter, neutral tones often work better in other locales. Tinted and
mid-tone neutrals are popular because they play off landscaping and
other building materials.
White or light colors make a large home on a small lot appear even
larger, while dark colors tend to make the same home look smaller but
more substantial. Remember, light colors advance in space while dark
colors recede. So if a home is located far from the curb, painting it a light
color will make it look more prominent.
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make. So it’s important to work with someone who can provide sound advice and
a steady, guiding hand when you need it. Bandele Oguntomilade, a Certified
Residential Specialists, is the CEO of Bogun Realty and Luxury Homes. Prior to
becoming a Realtor, Bandele practiced real estate law for 11 years at fortune
500 financial institutions and she practiced architecture for 5 years at prominent
architecture firms. Bogun Realty and Luxury Homes is committed to helping you
acquire the home of your dreams and building wealth through real estate
investment. Whether you are buying or selling real estate, as an individual,
developer or other business enterprise, you will significantly benefit from our
specialized knowledge, innovative consumer focused programs, experience, and
friendly service. Our real estate practice is built around two key beliefs (i)
homeownership is a fundamental human right, and (ii) wealth is effectively
amassed through real estate acquisition. To that end, we enthusiastically serve
all who strive to own their piece of the American dream. Call us at (818) 8256996, visit www.BogunRealtyAndLuxuryHomes.com.

One hour of gardening
burns 256 calories while
one hour of cleaning gutters
burns 320 calories.
Source: Fitness Magazine

Do you know someone who is thinking about buying or selling a home?

Please mention my name.

This newsletter is for informational purposes only and should not be substituted for legal or financial advice.
If you are currently working with another real estate agent or broker, it is not a solicitation for business.
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